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 It can be used to retrieve data from hard drives, flash drives, USB drives, CD-ROMs, DVDs, SD cards, UFDs and SSDs. Gigabyte SSD Recovery Toolkit contains three very useful utilities for users with a MacBook or a MacBook Pro. It is useful in the event of SSD failure. The MacBook comes with two internal SSDs called the Macintosh HD and the Recovery HD. These SSDs have a small partition
for storing user data . The Recovery HD contains the operating system and a system restore point. The partition used for the operating system is called Recovery Partition. It is here where the operating system goes to and restarts when you choose to reinstall the Mac OS. The partition used for system restore data is called System Partition. Both Recovery HD and System Partition are in a way separate

from the root directory. The tools in the kit are used for restoring the system partition and the recovery partition. First, the tools will take you to the root directory where the user data is located.  Then the tools can be used to mount the partitions and copy the data from one to the other. Recovery HD Partition Recovery: The Recovery HD partition contains the last available backup, called System
Restore. You can use the tools in the kit to restore the System Restore. The System Restore restores your system, most of the programs, the operating system and the settings back to a previous date. The tools have an option to restore the backup to any date you want.  It helps in the event of Mac hard drive failure. Recovery HD Partition Restoring: The Recovery HD can be restored to a previous date

using the tools. You can either do a full restore or the incremental restore. All other partitions are mounted using the built-in Disk Utility. MacBook Pro SSD Failure: There are two internal SSDs in the MacBook Pro. The Mac HD partition is the user’s data partition and the Recovery HD partition is the operating system partition. If the Mac HD partition has any problems, the operating system can
restart and it will take you to the Recovery HD. The tools in the kit can be used to restore the Recovery HD. The Recovery HD contains the latest backup of the operating system, most of the programs and user data. External SSD Failure: If you have external SSD for your Mac, then you can use the tools to recover data. If the external drive has any problem, the tools will start. First 520fdb1ae7
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